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Dear Friend of St. Anthony’s Hospital,

The vision of St. Anthony’s Hospital is to be an extraordinary team, leading the 
way to high-quality care and personalized customer-centered health care. This 
vision has led the way to enormous growth, and success as our community’s 
hospital of choice. Our reputation has led the way to increasing numbers of 
our community choosing to support their hospital through the Foundation. 
They’re finding that when you support the mission and vision of St. Anthony’s 
Hospital, you’re improving the health of all we serve.

In 2018, we received contributions of $1,679,525, and 
contributed $740,619 to the hospital. While we’re proud of the 
newest technology we were able to provide, our real source of 
pride is contributing to services that enhance patient well-being 
such as cancer patients’ support services, the Pathways program 
for behavioral health, the Memory Disorders Center and the 
mammography voucher program – services that receive no 
reimbursement from any kind of insurance.

It’s been an exciting year for the hospital, as it opened three new 
operating rooms, an endoscopy suite and a new pharmacy. This 
year we expect to break ground on a new patient tower with 
90 private patient rooms in an environment that’s aesthetically 
healing. More to come on opportunities to help make this new 
tower a reality through philanthropy.

Thank you to those who belong to the Foundation and welcome 
to those who are contemplating membership along with our 
promise to provide personalized care.

With gratitude,

Robert Sherman 
Executive Director
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BOARD 
OF TRUSTEES
The Foundation is governed by a Board of Trustees 
comprised of professionals and business leaders who 
understand the responsibility of accountability to our 
benefactors and donors, as well as responsible stewardship 
of contributions. 

OFFICERS
Scott Smith
President

Susan Olds
Treasurer

Sister Marita Flynn, O.S.F.
Secretary

Robert Sherman
Executive Director 

BOARD MEMBERS
Emery Ellinger
Chairman of the Board

David Punzak
Vice-Chair

Worth Blackwell
Travis Brown
Scott Gault
Kenneth Heretick
Daniel Masi 
Lynn Matcha, MD
Terry McCarthy
Michael Mikurak
James Newman
Michael Pounders
Angela Holmes Rouson
Rachael Russell
Bebe Schulman, MD
James Shatz
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BY THE 
NUMBERS
BIOMEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
The latest technology is necessary for prevention,  
screening and innovative care.

¢ LUCAS™ CPR machine ......................................... $15,000 
¢ Artic Sun temperature regulator.......................... $56,000 
¢ Surgery center equipment .................................... $63,844 
¢ SonoSite II ultrasound machine .......................... $36,000 
¢ Upright biopsy system for breast center ............. $400,000  

Total Biomedical Equipment:  ..................................... $570,844

PROGRAMS AND SUPPORT SERVICES 
Philanthropy is more crucial than ever. To  
continue leading the transformation of health care,  
we’ve identified strategic areas in which we seek  
to invest resources.

¢ Community outreach  ........................................... $8,000
¢ Cancer support services ........................................ $65,000 
¢ Memory Disorders Center ................................... $1,500
¢ Medicine and Spirituality program ..................... $21,000
¢ Breast center programs ......................................... $8,000
¢ Pathways behavioral health .................................. $20,000 
¢ Team member education ...................................... $46,275 

Total from Restricted Funds: ...................................  $169,775
Grand Total:  ............................................  $740,619 
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COMMUNITY OUTREACHIMPACT
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We support many worthwhile programs that touch 
the overall health of our community. Transportation 

and prescription assistance significantly help the 
uninsured and underinsured individuals living in our 

community to lead healthier lives. Other examples 
include Pinellas Hope, a refuge for homeless adults 
and the medical respite program that provides care 

for homeless adults discharged from the hospital.

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
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The Susan Sheppard McGillicuddy Breast Center offers 
comprehensive breast health services for women. In addition 
to expert diagnoses, we also have a breast care nurse 
navigator available to provide individualized guidance to 
anyone who’s been diagnosed or treated for breast cancer at 
St. Anthony’s Hospital.

WOMEN’S HEALTH
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We understand that cancer 
is more than a medical 
condition. Not only do 

we treat the patient, we 
acknowledge that there’s 

more to healing than 
surgery and drug therapies. 

For example, we address 
the psychosocial needs 
of patients with cancer 

by pairing them with our 
social services specialist to 
help with their needs that 

go beyond medicine.

CANCER CARE

WOMEN’S HEALTH
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To fulfill the grant-funded (Jessie Ball DuPont Fund) Medicine 
and Spirituality program, off-site Grand Rounds sessions 
were held at the Poynter Institute for Media Studies. We took 
a deeper dive into medicine and spirituality, discussing the 
ways in which people fulfill what they hold to be the purpose 
of their lives and how medicine comes into play.

MEDICINE AND SPIRITUALITY 

PET THERAPY
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Excellent care at St. Anthony’s Hospital comes in many 
different forms. Our pet therapy program offers our patients a 
kind of care that can’t be prescribed by their doctor. Our dogs 
provide comfort, entertainment and a positive distraction for 

patients and visitors, as well as our team members.

MEDICINE AND SPIRITUALITY 

PET THERAPY
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The Memory Disorders Center at St. Anthony’s offers free 
memory screenings and the chance to share information 
and experiences at a caregiver support group twice 
monthly for the family and friends of persons living with 
dementia. To meet the needs of caregivers we are also 
initiating a respite camp – a chance for caregivers to 
unwind from the burdens of responsibility.

ALZHEIMER’S AND DEMENTIA
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We recently added three 
new operating rooms 

to handle the growth of 
surgical services. One of 
the operating theaters is 

called a hybrid suite, which 
will enable us to perform 

more comprehensive 
cardiac surgeries.

ADVANCED  
CARDIOVASCULAR CARE

ALZHEIMER’S AND DEMENTIA
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St. Anthony’s Hospital invested in a new endoscopy suite and 
are now only the second hospital in Florida to install the Omega 
Imaging system. Many surgical interventions can now be performed 
laparoscopically in a fraction of the time as it took before.

ENDOSCOPY

CONTINUING EDUCATION
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ENDOSCOPY

CONTINUING EDUCATION
Superior quality health care requires a competent and caring 
team, staffed with expert physicians. Helping team members 
expand their knowledge, the Foundation provided more than 

$46,275 in educational scholarships in 2018. 
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ANNUAL 
GIVING SOCIETIES
PHILANTHROPY EMPOWERS A YEAR OF FIRSTS
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Thank you to 100 of St. Petersburg’s leading ladies who are making the health of 
our community their priority. Combined donations of $100,000 will go toward the 
procurement of integral components, equipment and resources needed to care for 
our most critical patients. 

Here are some examples:

¢  SonoSite II ultrasound machine: In the event of an emergency, reducing the 
time to make an accurate diagnosis is a critical need. Offering a stunningly clear 
picture, this machine’s advanced ultrasound technology goes from a cold start 
to scanning in under 25 seconds.

¢  LUCAS™ CPR machine: Life-sustaining circulation can be created through 
effective and uninterrupted chest compressions by utilizing this device during 
sudden cardiac arrest. Providing a steady supply of oxygen to the heart and 
brain, this machine is necessary to save lives and avoid neurological damage. 
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FLiP is a special donor group in which time and talent are accepted in 
lieu of a monetary donation. FLiP members volunteer quarterly to serve a 
meal to the residents of Pinellas Hope, a refuge for 250 homeless adults in 
St. Petersburg. Members also volunteer for several Habitat for Humanity 
project builds throughout the year. In 2018, FLiP raised over $9,000 
through different volunteer opportunities and fund-raising events like the 
“Miles for Memory Sip & Stroll” benefitting the Memory Disorders Center 
at St. Anthony’s Hospital

Additional Outreach Projects

¢  St. Anthony’s Triathlon

¢  Habitat for Humanity Pinellas County

¢  Pinellas Hope Temporary Homeless Shelter
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Members of our medical staff each year pledge $1,000 or 
more to the Hippocrates Society and vote on how their 
contributions will support medical services and bio-
medical equipment. In 2017-2018, the Society donated 
$15,000 and funded partial support for the operation of 
the Memory Disorders Center at St. Anthony’s Hospital.

In 2018, Auxiliary members contributed to the 
purchase of the new 3-D stereotactic biopsy unit 
for the Susan Sheppard McGillicuddy Breast 
Center. Combined donations from the Unique 
Gift Shop at St. Anthony’s Hospital, vendor sales, 
and the proceeds from the Annual Bingo Fashion 
Show, the Auxiliary raised over $175,000 in 2018.
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Held at the University of South Florida-St. Petersburg,  
the evening generated $100,000 in proceeds to benefit  
the Emergency Center at St. Anthony’s Hospital.

A NIGHT IN
CASABLANCA
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SATURDAY, MAY 19, 2018

SPECIAL EVENTS  
IN 2018
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Players teed up at Innisbrook, a Salamander Golf & Spa 
Resort, to raise $90,000 in proceeds to benefit women’s 

health services at St. Anthony’s Hospital.

NINTH ANNUAL
GOLF CLASSIC

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 2018
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KENTUCKY 

DERBY GALA
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THE VINOY RENAISSANCE  
ST. PETERSBURG RESORT

UPCOMING EVENTS  
IN 2019

SATURDAY, MAY 4, 2019
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INNISBROOK GOLF RESORT 

TENTH ANNUAL
GOLF CLASSIC

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2019
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